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Locked Locked So I tried to pair my Pro Controller on my Android tablet via Bluetooth I hit the sync on the Pro Controller and scan on my device and he popped out I click on it to try to steam and then he asks for a pin and below he says (Try 000 or 1234) I would connect it to my device so if anyone could tell me the contact that would be great. The best
answer is to be the first to vote Hello, I tried like five days in a row to figure out a method to get a WiiU Pro controller to work with my HTC One and I was unlucky. The problem is that I need a contact type on my phone to pair it when in fact you don't, and that's the problem. I can't find a way around without entering the key. I tried everything and failed, I would
have paid to see someone to make it work and I think this could be the place. Is there any help? June 12, 2013, 6:25 p.m. #2 the same. I am looking for and will report if I find something sent from my SPH-L720 via Tapatalk 2 June 26, 2013, 01:25 am no #3 Junior Member More Anyone has information on this subject? I was unlucky with the PS3 controller or
the Wii U U Pro controller and would love a solution. June 30, 2013, 07:20 #4 Member of Las Cruces, NM More I have no experience with the WiiU Pro controller, but Android 4.2 broke Wiimote support. I run 4.1 ROM to use Wiimote for games. Also, I used to own an HTC device and the feeling was not compatible with Wiimotes, and I had to switch to CM to
use one, but that was a long time ago. Food for the mind. July 17, 2013, 04:36 p.m. #5 junior member More Hey there, I recently explored the true potential of the Wii U Pro controller. So far I've been able to pair it with a PC and use it flawlessly with the Steam Game (Mortal Kombat Komplete Edition), so I switched to see its capabilities in the Android world. I
have done quite a bit of research and can confirm the only way you can possibly use this controller until today with an app that specifically claims to support it. At the moment, the only known ones are any of Robert Broglia's apps. It was able to include a feature called Scan for Wiimotes/iCP/JS1, which works like magic with Wii U Pro controllers. I was able to
connect four controllers to it by simply turning on the scan and pressing the Sync button on each controller. Unfortunately, although it's not really a couple of controllers behind the say, it seems like it's only a very temporary connection that disappears once you press the Home button or exit the app. This only limits you to SNES/GB and the other few apps it
has, but hey at least it's a start. Now moving on to the actual pairing side of things I recently downloaded a number of Bluetooth app manager and joystick input apps for experiments, and with the help of a combination of several, I was able to somehow pair the controller! See the attached, noobs are not allowed to post URLs HOWEVER - - I've tried using it
with a few apps (mostly N64 ones) and it seems to be totally unresponsive. Either this or maybe I don't use the correct Joystick button mapping apps... Btw I still use 4.1.2, during my research I have noticed many people on 4.2 were unsuccessful with most of what I mentioned above... Attached By Thumbnails September 8, 2013, 06:45 AM (#6 September
18, 2013, 04:50 PM:#7 Senior Member Read More quote: Originally published by LiquidRabbit Do you accidentally remember the name of the applications that allowed you to pair the controller? Can you use the Dpad and buttons in the app normally, just without the use of analog sticks? I love the Wii U Pro controller and I'm trying my best to make it work
with my device. 58 AM No #8 Senior member of WEST PALM BEACH More ugh I thought that found a thread with a method sent from my SGH-M919 using Tapatalk 4 on October 8, 2013, 12:22 PM No #9 Junior Member Read More quote: Originally published by LiquidRabbit Do you accidentally remember the name of the applications that allowed you a pair
of controllers? Can you use the Dpad and buttons in the app normally, just without the use of analog sticks? I love the Wii U Pro controller and I try everything to make it work with my device. As you said, only .emu apps work. Devices that worked were: Hisense Sero 7 Pro Galaxy S Blaze 4G Unfortunately, I don't remember, no matter in pairs, there's no way
I can use it, all four lights on the controller remain flashing (probably ok as long as the designed to use app instructs it to light only 1 LED), and regardless of the app I'm trying to use it with, won't register or recognize any key keys. The quote: Originally published by jlove Iam intrested as well. I can't figure it out. People say it might be paired with snes9x, but I
couldn't pair it. I suppose your version of Android is later than 4.1.2? March 20, 2014, 06:52 PM -#10 supposedly it works, but you may need to attach a Bluetooth key to your device (yes, even if it already has Bluetooth built in): April 20, 2014, 09:32 PM No #11 Junior member More this app More this app? The quote: Originally published by LiquidRabbit Do
you accidentally remember the name of the apps that allowed you to pair the controller? Can you use the Dpad and buttons in the app normally, just without the use of analog sticks? I love the Wii U Pro and I'm trying everything to make it work with my device. As you said, only .emu apps work. Devices that worked were: Hisense Sero 7 Pro Galaxy S Blaze
4G er. . found this app in the app store recently and was curious if it will help anyone... it claims that I work with Wii remotes and works with the PS4 controller for a reason why I can't confirm if it works or not because I don't own a Wii y pro controller (yet lol) I hope it helps! sorry if he doesn't damn it aparently I can't post links yet. anywho you can search this
on the android market and it should send you to one of their app poke64738 Page 2 As I understand com.google.android.apps.translate for Google Translate. I've removed all standalone packages, but still it's 6GB. Can I delete com.google.android.apps.translate/files/ol/v3r1/be; Sugg; Ka etc. Page 3 hi I just roots my phone with the Root Kingo and everything
was fine, but when I use a titanium backup it's just stuck on asking for the root resolution and after I give it, still stuck to the root resolution so what can I do? August 19, 2014, 12:17 PM (#2 senior member Read more cum'hellman105;54917762hi I just entrenched my phone with the Root Kingo and all was well, but when I use a titanium backup it's just stuck
on asking for the resolution of the root and after I give it, still stuck at the root so that I can make a copy of it just stuck on asking for the permission of the root and after I give it, still stuck at the root so that I can make a copy of it just stuck on asking for the permission of the root and after I give it, still stuck at the root so that I can make a copy of it just stuck on
asking for the permission of the root and after I give it, still stuck at the root so that I can make a copy of it just stuck on asking for the permission of the root and after I give it, still stuck at the root so that I can make a copy of it? (/CIN) Open TiB click on the phone option button. Scroll down to the last. You'll see the option of rebooting the app. He will then
again ask for permission to grant it before time runs out. August 19, 2014, 11:17 PM (#3 OP Junior Member More (THE) shubhojit89;54918073 quote: Originally published Hellman105 hello I just got entrenched my phone with The Kingo Root and all was well, but when I use the titanium backup it's just stuck on the root resolution and after I give it, still stuck to
the root of the resolution so I can do it? (/CIN) Open TiB click on the phone option button. Scroll down to the last. You'll see the option of rebooting the app. He will then again ask for permission to grant it before time runs out. Nothing happens : S still stuck on asking for root permission August 20, 2014, 09:32 am (#4 senior member Of The More
hellman105;54930374 quote: Originally published shubhojit89 Nothing happens: S still stuck on asking for root permission Flash supersu through restoration or update super su. Page 4 Looking for some computer programs that I can use as a standard for playing music and then sync with my android. I'm using a window media player at the moment, but I'm
not a fan of it for that purpose. or at least similar. as well as I want to be able to update ... That is, if I edit the song information in the program I want my phone to reflect these changes (useful when I have an unknown artist appearing on my phone). The art album will also be a must thank you! March 24, 2012, 07:45 PM No #2 Junior Member More I use
iTunes on my computer and I sync with Wi-Fi sync ringtones on my Android and PC, PC, geat for me Sent out of my HTC Flyer P510e using the XDA Premium HD app on March 24, 2012, 09:43 EVER #3 Subsonic is the only music player I use more, the market version is disrupted in ICS though. You can find new builds on their forum... and if you don't know
what it is, it converts and streams anything on your computer to your phone, it also keeps a cache of things you have paired for offline playback, you can choose the location of the cache and size too sent from my SPH-D710 via Tapatalk on March 25, 2012, 12:45 AM no #4 OP senior member PA yes More I'm not really looking for anything of it. Just want
something like a simple and clean way of transferring music to my phone. March 31, 2012, 11:52 p.m. #5 OP senior PA member More tried to use a double turn and I think it was the worst program I've ever used. Remove. Are there any programs that are clearly dying me songs to synchronize status? I didn't sync all my music, so I wanted to be able to see if
or not I synced something else without having to bounce back and forth sent from my Samsung Nizzote on April 1, 2012, 03:36 AM NO #6 senior member of More FTP, Drag and Fall. I could do a tutorial because I bought a double turn airsync, it works, but its kinda slow and I prefer to drag drop. Sent from my Nexus S via Tapatalk on September 20, 2012,
01:13pm No #7 senior member Cassel Read more quote: Originally published cgibsong002 Yes, I'm not really looking for any of this. Just want something like a simple and clean way of transferring music to my phone. I use MusicBee, it syncs and transcode, and delete files that are not in your library / playlist You can sync the entire library or just playlist
August 20, 2014, 10:02am #8 I don't think you need anything to sync with the PA Problem with poweramp is that it doesn't save the file rating. otherwise there is no need to synchronize anything. everything that needs to be saved is stored in a music file or can be exported directly from the PA. Page 5 Hello Everything, I'm starting a project on ompa4470 and
android 4.4, can someone one moment get me a good repo to start with? thanks in advance to Robin Singh August 20, 2014, 10:10 am #2 Member NewYork Read more quote: Originally published robin_android Hi Everything, I start the project on ompa4470 and android 4.4, can someone moment me a good repo to start? thanks in advance Robin Singh
Well, don't get that actually you're moving forward with designing your own version of Android OR you're moving forward with something else on August 20, 2014, 10:28 AM #3 OP Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally promo87 Well, don't get that actually you're moving forward with designing your own version of Android OR are you moving forward
with something else I'm going to prepare a new BSP on omap4470 with Android 4.4? and looking forward to the start of the repo and git link will be a good fit? Robin Singh Page 6 Dear Everything I Have my lg vs980 1 month ago and it worked fine until yesterday, I was transmitting music from the PC and after a while found out that my phone screen went
black and unresponsive, however I can still see the problem bar at the top and the button line at the bottom. Tried to restart by pressing and holding the power button for 8sec., but then again it boots normally and after 15sec goes black or freeze (if I managed to open smthing ) and does not respond. Also tried to do the same without a SIM card, the same
problem. Please help?? The phone is fully stocked, unrooted. Using it in global mode. Page 7 Hello, Thanks for the tips form of The Leagoo Lead 3 forum: I was not able to post there, so I'm doing it here; I don't know how to tie up my own goals to achieve this: At least I followed steps 1 and 2: Step 1 was never finished: hangs or failed error message:. With
Kingo Root, always end up with a message of failure, except recently: I was able to eradicate successfully; Before successfully rooting with Kingo Root: - After several tests with steps 1 and 2. I ended up with Lead3 being rooted, as shown by Kingo Root status, but I couldn't use su; - After Kingo Root status was root, I launched mtkdroidtools 2.5.3, recently
reinstalled (i.e. I renamed my former version installation), Lead3 was correctly detected by green light, without the Root button, but ADB. I did a backup and installed SuperSu with this tool: I clicked on the ADB. Type ADB shell, it gave me root access inside lead 3. But on the standalone, Lead 3 remained as unst rooted (default.prop ro.secure-0). Safe mode.
Thanks to the insecure forum: And the guy who clearly explained on one of his articles, just Google Android insecure mode and root any Android device - Web board. - The last test with Kingo Root: Root was successful. And I still don't understand,,,, - that I checked Lead3, it's rooted. SuperSu, Xposed Framework Work Ok, and Su in Terminaluf. PS: The
device manager shows the android device with the driver Of Alcatel ADB. and once Android ADB, depending on which tool I used. NB: I forgot to mention that during the rooting of the trial, with the ADB and the terminal, I saw a busybox was installed, on leat links in the file systems I was able to mount-about remount, rw/system and / in order to change the
default.prop content (sed ,,,,). Strange, isn't it? Baffled ,,, But as curiosity is still here and pocket minded, I'll be shopping more of these phones. Leagoo Lead 3 is a really good phone. As long as I can control... Attached Page Thumbnails Page 8 Citation: --------- start/dev/log/main I/Resize (86): The data size already corresponds to the request. I/Resize (86):
The section has been re-released, so ничего не делать! D/ADB_SERVICES (158): install_listener ('tcp:5037','smartsocket') D/ADB_SERVICES (158): adb_main (): adb_main(): init_jdwp () D/ADB_SERVICES (158): adb_main (): post init_jdwp () D/ADB_SERVICES (158): Цикл событий, начиная D/ADB_SERVICES (158): (158): 0xf67520 init'ing для
usb_handle 0xf67498 (sn'') I/ADB_SERVICES ( 158): транспорт: usb D/ADB_SERVICES (158): транспорт: (null) зарегистрированный D/ADB_SERVICES ( 158): транспорт: (нулевой) (16,17), начиная w/ADB_SERVICES (158): (null): начальная нить ввода транспорта, показания с fd 17 W/ADB_SERVICES ( 158): (null): начальная нить выхода
транспорта на fd 17, SYNC онлайн (2) D/ADB_SERVICES (158): recv: SYNC 0000001 0000002 0000 W/ADB_SERVICES (158): (null): транспорт SYNC онлайн E/ccci_mdinit (0)( 121): md_init ver:1.00 E/ccci_mdinit(0): md_init ver:1.00 I/6620_launcher (117): открытый узел устройства преуспевает. (Узел:/dev/stpwmt, fd:3) I/6620_launcher (117):
keypersist.mtk.wcn.combo.chipid)-value0x6628),chipId:0x6628 I/6620_launcher ( 117): индекс:1, chipId:0x6628 I/6620_launcher (117): chiId:0x6628 I/6620_launcher (117): index:1, chipId:0x6628 I/6620_launcher ( 117): набор chipId (0x6628) для модуля HIF-SDIO I/6620_launcher ( 117): Информация:key:mt6620 .defAnt value:mt6620_ant_m3.cfg
I/6620_launcher ( 117): Информация:key:key:mt6628.defAnt значение:mt6628_ant_m1.cfg I/6620_launcher (117): NULL возвращается, восьмимерный EOF или ошибка, может быть, нашли I/6620_launcher ( 117): закрыть /system/etc/firmware/WMT.cfg преуспеть i/6620_launcher ( 117): индекс:1, chipId:0x6628 I/6620_launcher( 117): Режим STP не
установлен, извлечения режим по умолчанию ... I/6620_launcher ( 117): chipId (0x6628), режим по умолчанию (1), strlen (gWmtCfgName)(39), wmtCfgFile (/system/etc/firmware//mt6628_ant_m1.cfg) I/6620_launcher ( 117): HifConfig:0x0001, wmtCfgFile:/system/etc/firmware//mt6628_ant_m1.cfg I/6620_launcher ( 117): keyro.build.type)-valueuser)
I/6620_launcher ( 117): путь папки патча MCU: /система/etc/firmware/ I/6620_launcher (117): Общий интерфейс: режим UART I /6620_launcher (117): ПУТЬ папки патча MCU: /system/etc/firmware/ I/6620_launcher ( 117): Общий интерфейс: UART режим I/6620_launcher ( 117): uart name ttyMT2 D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): Msensor deamon
statr!!!!!!!!!!!! D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): msensor демона начала процесса обнаружения демона имя й memsicd3416x D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): D / MsensorDaemon ( 151): msensor демона начала процесса обнаружения демона реквизита init.svc.memsicd3416x D/MsensorDaemon (155) 1): D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): start_msensor_demon
D/MsensorDaemon (151): HAVE_LIBC_SYSTEM_PROPERTIES E/MsensorDaemon (151): «D/permission_check» (145): проверка разрешения ver:0.01 D/permission_check (145): Пусто, а не расшифровать! D/permission_check (145): change_md_nvram_attr --------- начало /dev/log/system E/POAD ( 155): boot_mode - 0 E/POAD ( 155): причина
загрузки обновления No 0 D/permission_check ( 145): new_ver файл существует!!! D/permission_check (145): change_md_nvram_attr--0 I/stp_dump (143): &gt;мейн I/stp_dump (143): stp_dump_ctrl_iface_trace_logger_sendto_fd преуспеть E/stp_dump (143 STP_DBG): 19 I/stp_dump ( 143): отправка команды I/stp_dump (143): установить номер
носка до 9 I/stp_dump (143): addr.sun_path:stp_DIR/data/misc/stp_dump GROUP-stp GROUP-stp 143): Использование существующего каталога интерфейса управления. E/stp_dump (143): mkdir (/data/misc/stp_dump) преуспевает i/stp_dump ( 143): ctrl_interface_group'1000 (от названия группы 'stp') I/stp_dump (143): chown
(/data/misc/stp_dump) преуспевает i/stp_dump ( 143): CTRL: chmod'/data/misc/stp_dump» преуспевает E/stp_dump (143): ctrl_iface bind (PF_UNIX) не удалось: Адрес уже используется E/stp_dump (143): ctrl_iface существует, но не допускает соединения - при условии, что он был остатком от принудительного прекращения программы
D/stp_dump (143): Успешно замененный оставшийся ctrl_iface '/data/misc/stp_dump/stpd' I/stp_dump (143): установить номер носка до 10 I/stp_dump (143): stp_dump_ctrl_iface_init успеха. I/stp_dump (143): No &gt;main222 I/busybox ( 114): run-parts: /system/etc/init.d: Нет такого файла или каталога D/wlanLoader ( 144): checkSupport 10x6628
D/wlanLoader (144): Матч 0x6628 D/wlanLoader (144): Получить правильную версию чипа mt6628 D/wlanLoader (144): Получить чип Версия mt6628. D/wlanLoader (144): DRIVER_MODULE_PATH /system/lib/modules/wlan_mt6628.ko D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): HAVE_LIBC_SYSTEM_PROPERTIES D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): memsicd3416x
работает D/MsensorDaemon (151): Msensor deamon2 statr!!!!!!!!!!!! D/MsensorDaemon ( 151): открытый демон attr err - Нет такого файла или каталога E/stp_dump (143): таблица таблица-&gt; -NULL E/stp_dump (143): таблица таблица-&gt;заблостей - NULL D/wlanLoader (144): Успех в insmod /system/lib/modules/wlan_mt6628.ko
I/thermal_repeater ( 154): СНВЗ 154 I/thermal_repeater (154): Успех, чтобы написать 154 до /проc/wmt_tm/tm_pid I/thermal_repeater ( 154): Fail to chmod ffffffffff i/thermal_repeater ( 154): Введите бесконечный цикл I/AEE/AED ( 122): Построенный Янв 30 2013 19:35:15 D/AEE/AED ( 122): ChangeAEEWorkMode: 3 I/AEE/AED ( 122): AED config
I/AEE/AED ( 122): режим '3' I/AEE/AED ( 122): exp level '1 I/AEE/AED ( 122): dal enable '0' I/AED AEE/AED ( 122) : db count '20' I/AEE/AED ( 122): db storage '1' I/AEE/AED ( 122): SMP Info No &gt; 1 I/MobileLogD (123): «пустота change_permission()» набор mobile_log_d находится в корневом пользователе , настроить колпачки для своей нити
I/MobileLogD ( 123): mobilelog начать после загрузки, режим:0 D/MobileLogD/cache (123): Инит кэш настраивает элементы.... D/MobileLogD/cache ( 123): значение ro.build.type:user. I/installd (140): установленная стрельба вверх по D/P ' ( 130): P' init start... Д/ПЗ ( 130): Тест на ПЗ... I/ ( 137): ServiceManager: 0x41661698 D/ P ' ( 130): ПЗ init
конце ! E/AEE/LIBAEE ( 122): Не может удалить файл /sdcard/mtklog/aee_exp/temp: Нет такого файла или каталога E/AEE/LIBAEE, 122): Не может удалить файл /data/aee_exp/temp: Нет такого файла или каталога V/AEE/AED ( 122): Длина буфера ETB No 512 I/AEE/AED ( 122): wdt_status No 2, fiq_step'0 I/AEE/AED ( 122): reboot_reason 0
V/AEE/AED ( 122): ETM start D/installd (140): LBE включен, D/NVRAM ( 152): NvRAMAgent создал E/NVRAM ( 152): Аман, serviceManager хорошо работать D / NVRAM ( 152): NvRAMAgent Сервис теперь готов I / DPFD ( ( The main start of DPFD ... I/DPFD (149): DPFD has prioritized RR:268435540 I/DPFD (149): Int adjustPriority() dpfd set is in the
user's root, adjust the caps for its D/DPFD flow (149): DPFD Waiting request..... I/DMAgent (147): DMAgent created i/DMAgent (147): DMAgent. D/DMAgent (147): DMAgent Service is now ready D/MobileLogD (123): write mobile start after download, mode:0 to mblog E/installd (140): Failed to download liblbesec.so i/installd (140): add service shelled
success! W/installd (140): record of the start of the service 'shelld', flag :0 W/installd (140): starting 'shelld' E/ccci_fsd (0)(118): md_fsd Ver:v1.00 I/Hald (133): Hald 1.1011 starting D/ccci_fsd (1) (118): /dev/ccci_fs (600). D/ccci_fsd (1)(118): Check out OTP... D/Hald (133): Create ResetManager D/Hald (133): Original message size: 6 D/Hald ( 133): MTK_WIFI
Family ID No 20 D/Hald (133): Reboot Manager to prepare team dummy D/Hald (133): Reboot Manager Send Team for Binding D/Hald (133): Start ResetManager E/ccci_fsd (0)(119): md_fsd Ver:v1.00 E/ccci_fsd (2)(119): /dev/ccci2_fs not included (2). D/MobileLogD/cache (123): config autostart-0 as well as the current value of D/MobileLogD/cache (123):
config logpath/mnt/sdcard as well, as the current value of D/MobileLogD/cache (123): config logsize-300 just like the current value of D/MobileLogD/cache (123): AndroidLog-1 config just like the current value D/MobileLogD/cache (123): KernelLog-1 config so, like the current value of D/MobileLogD/cache (123): config KernelLog current value
D/MobileLogD/cache (123): BTLog-1 config just like the current value of D/MobileLogD/cache (123): CONFig BTLog-1 just like the current value of E/E/MobileLogD/cache (123): Can't get the true way of the magazine through the E/MobileLogD/cache property (123): The true way /mnt/sdcard D/MobileLogD (123): Create a local success of the D/Vold outlet
server (116): Check if the nvram is ready! D/NVRAM (128): g_i4CFG_File_Count: 25 D/NVRAM ( 128): NVM_Init Max Lid: 43 D/NVRAM ( 128): Total nvram Lid number 43 I// Netd (125): Netd 1.0 Starting W/InterfaceController (125): Warning (Can't download library: load_library (linker.cpp:745): library/system/lib/libnetcmdiface.so not found) when opening the
network interface of the command library D/agps (142): AGPS WARNING: Main mtk_agpsd works ver'0.46 D/agps (1 14 2): WARNING: Basic mkdir failure for /data/agps_supl/log reason File exists D/MtkAgpsNative (142): SuplRawLog.bEnable:0 D/MtkAgpsNative (142): SuplRawLog.szPath:/sdcard D/MtkAgpsNative (142): SuplRawLog.szFile:agps_raw.log
D/MtkAgpsNative, 142): SuplSslLog.bEnable:0 D/MtkAgpsNative (142): SuplSslLog.szPath:/sdcard D/MtkAgpsNative (142): SuplSslLog sz.File:agps_ssl.log I/MtkAgpsNative (142): Enter I/MtkAgpsNative (142): Введите mtk_agps_up_init D/MtkAgpsNative (142): Введите mtk_agps_up_init D/MtkAgpsNative (142) FS_CreateDir: /data/agps_supl
W/MtkAgpsNative (142): -&gt; errno (EEXIST) &gt; agps_disable_enalbe_times mtk_agps_up_init &gt; dir уже существует D/MtkAgpsNative (142): (142): let me know if I post this in the wrong section, I apologize. I'm wondering if it's possible to forge my carrier so I can get ads that are targeted at a particular carrier and country. For example, if I want to see
ads focused on T-mobile phones running on 3g in Austria, what can I do? In my opinion, it is impossible. The only ads that I know I can see are country-specific on Wi-Fi. Thanks in the advanced for your answers. 19 August 2014, 08:29 pm -#2 quote: Originally published jordanfan20 Hi guys, please let me know if I post this in the wrong section, I apologize.
I'm wondering if it's possible to forge my carrier so I can get ads that are targeted at a particular carrier and country. For example, if I want to see ads focused on T-mobile phones running on 3g in Austria, what can I do? In my opinion, it is impossible. The only ads that I know I can see are country-specific on Wi-Fi. Thanks in the advanced for your answers.
Are you talking about browsing the web or the Google Play Store? When you're browsing, you can try a VPN or proxy that's in the country you want to be in. As for the counterfeit carrier, I don't know about it. This is usually related to the SIM card. For example, when I got my Nexus 4, I was setting up everything via a Wi-Fi hotspot with my other phone (since I
don't have a home internet). I wanted to install a T-Mobile account app but couldn't see it in the Play Store (ironically, the only one that appeared was Australian). I was puzzled until I came to the moose in know to swap the SIM for the Nexus, and of course the app was there in Google Play for me to download. I know there are Xposed modules (which
requires a root) that can fake different identities (phone brand, etc.) in Google Play, but I've never used them, so I can't help you too much with that. If I can ask what exactly are you trying to do and why? If we knew we could probably help you better because to be honest, I don't understand why you want to see specific ads out of the country you're not in just
wondering. August 20, 2014, 11:53 #3 OP Junior Member More Linkdom crustis Thank you for your response. You're right, I can always visit sites on my phone using a VPN and see specific country ads over Wi-Fi - that's what I'm currently doing. I'm a mobile advertiser and what I would like to do, but what I doubt can possibly spy on ads that target carriers in
specific countries. Whenever I see that the competition works it is very profitable. Page 10 Hello, I'm there any way to save the root for a specific app after an unroot android device? Thank you, August 19, 2014, 05:26 PM -#2 quote: Originally published @root Hello, am I there any way to save root access for a particular app after an unroot android device?
Device? as a change of owner, permission, install or copy in a certain way) Thank you, I do not think so. You have to eradicate it again if your device is unrooted now. August 19, 2014, 8:19 PM -#3 quote: Originally published @root Hello, am I there any way to save root access for a particular app after an unroot android device? Thank you, no, root access is
global. However, you can use Superuser or SuperSU to limit root access to only one app if you like. Out of curiosity, why do you want to unroot but save root access with one particular app? What exactly are you trying to do? If you want to get angry because a certain app (such as banking/payment software) won't work if your phone is rooted, you can set the
Xposed framework and use a RootCloak-based app to trick the app into thinking you're not rooted. August 20, 2014, 12:22 PM (#4 OP Junior Member Thank you, Thank you: You can install xposed frames and use RootCloak It's a good idea, but I assumed (in Linux) if the app has root access (777 resolution) and Root Owner, the app can do any thing! So
what's wrong? What is different if the application has (root resolution/root owner) or not? Page 11 Hello All. I try to make up excutable for Android JB. made use (in sources and Android.mk file) libncurses. But there are no ncurses, no libncurses on the tree, only in prebuilts / gcc/linux-x86/.... glibc-2.7-4.6/sysroot/usr/lib/libncurses.so What do I do?? Thanks to
Page 12 Hi, I recently bought a Note 3 based on the MTK6572 processor, but the signal does not work, I tried many methods to solve it, but no one worked, I do not know what to do, can you help me? Obviously this is the reason IMEI is invalid. If you need more information about the device from just ask, thank you! 10 марта 2014 г., 04:20 вечера (#2
Младший член Подробнее Цитата: Первоначально Опубликовано Jorwi Привет, я недавно купил Примечание 3 на основе процессора MTK6572, но сигнал не работает, я пробовал много методов, чтобы решить его, но никто не работал, я не знаю, что делать, вы можете мне помочь? Очевидно, что это происходит причиной IMEI
является недействительным. Если вам нужна дополнительная информация об устройстве у только спросить, спасибо! Вы нашли решение этой проблемы? Вам все еще нужна помощь? 20 августа 2014 г., 01:21 PM (#3 Junior Member More Invalid IMEI Цитата: Первоначально опубликованная harrisyn Вы нашли решение этой проблемы?
Вам все еще нужна помощь? Да, вы должны мигать файл под названием nodl_protect_f.yaffs2.img From you phone as follows: 1. rename the file will be protect_f.img 2. include this file in the txt scattering file by changing the false to True. 3. Using a flash tool you will see that your mobile come back with a signal and IMEI Page 13 Hello mates! I have a
problem with my Jiayu S2. Android 4.2.2 I'm trying to set up a new VPN connection. In B I can open the VPN option in the settings. I create a new wit connection of my server and login. After saving my connection the app was failing (Translate message: settings were closed) and I returned that settings to the main menu. And if iopen now has a VPN menu, it
crasht constantly wit the same message (the settings were closed) - translate, but I use a different language. Thank you for your support! My mother's page 14 Gnex is on omnirom 4.4.3, dirtyV core. He had the same problem before changing the ROM about a month ago and he is back these days. The problem is the blue bar, which should be io use. The
processor heats up and the phone barely works. I don't know what to do to fix... Page 15 hello guys yesterday I got a new elephon p2000 from etotalk, but the phone has any problems with the display .... In this video there are any gray spots and death pixel in this video you can see the most important vibrations of brightness of light: if I set hight lvl light value,
then the problem is solved, but still with the medium-low level I see continues the pulsation of light .... Is there an app to solve these problems? tnx Page 16 Hi, I have 2 Yarvik TAB274EUK Moon 7 tablets. One won't load, it sticks to the download screen. It also won't boot into recovery mode, nor is it seen by the ADB. I just bought a pill as faulty, and don't
know it's history. Any help is valued. August 19, 2014, 04:20 p.m. no #2 OP Junior Member Read more Update Quote: Originally published beta099 Hi, I have 2 Yarvik TAB274EUK Moon 7 tablets. One won't load, it sticks to the download screen. It also won't boot into recovery mode, nor is it seen by the ADB. I just bought a pill as faulty, and don't know it's
history. Any help is valued. I just tried for the hundredth time, and got into recovery mode. August 19, 2014, 05:24 p.m. No #3 Senior member Kolkata More quote: Originally published beta099 I just tried for the hundredth time and got into recovery mode. Good to know buddy August 20, 2014, 02:38 p.m. #4 OP Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally
published @SidDev good to know buddy Thank you. Page 17 Any idea of a code error -12 when trying to watch a movie through Google Play Movies on my device (Razr HD and Nexus 7)? This seems to only happen when I'm on a KK AOSP ROM (CM11 or Gummy). I can throw it on my Chromecast though. If I go back to the warehouse, it works fine. Page
18 I have the S5 Brand H3G Italy. I was able to change the bootanimation, but I can't figure out which file or replace add by copying it from s5 no brand to download the logo at the beginning of Samsung. Can help me? Thank you. Inviato gave the Samsung Mio S5 Page 19 Hello, is there a way to change the deadzone for Bluetooth HID controller like MOGA
Pro? Can't find the key for flat cost, any other way? Thx and Greetings Page 20 I want to use colored emojis. My phone is rooted but not compatible for any kitkat custom rums because it is a foreign unknown phone. I removed the Android emoji font and used another best one. But it's still black and white. I want to see if there is a way I can make my phone
have CBDT/CBLC table support in font files so I can get color font emojis. Any suggestions? Page 21 Hi there, so here's my question, does anyone know how to clone the Nexus 7 into the other Nexus 7? I have 2 apps that should meet 200 other Nexus 7. Thanks august 19, 2014, 09:02 p.m. No #2 quote: Originally published ditoh1 Hi there, So here's my
question, does anyone know how to clone the Nexus 7 in the other Nexus 7? I have 2 apps that should meet 200 other Nexus 7. Thanks to cloning is possible. You will need to root out and install custom restores on each one, make nandroid backup of the original, and make a recovery on the rest. If all you have to do is clone the app and data, eradicate all



of them, install a root backup app, make a backup, and then share the backup with all of them. But if all you have to do is install the app on each device (without cloned data), just use the .apk extractor, download the file to the cloud storage (Dropbox, Drive, website, whatever). You'll have to turn on THE USB debugging on each device and allow installation
from other sources, but at least you don't have to root 200 devices. What exactly are you trying to do? If we knew more, we could help you better. And maybe save you from the trouble of doing something 200 times on your own, rather than 200 people doing one thing. August 20, 2014, 04:31 #3 quote: Originally published as Planterz Cloning possible. You
will need to root out and install custom restores on each one, make nandroid backup of the original, and make a recovery on the rest. If all you have to do is clone the app and data, eradicate all of them, install a root backup app, make a backup, and then share the backup with all of them. But if all you have to do is install the app on each device (without
cloned data), just use the .apk extractor, download the file to the cloud storage (Dropbox, Drive, website, whatever). You'll have to turn on THE USB debugging on each device and allow installation from other sources, but at least you don't have to root 200 devices. What exactly are you trying to do? If we knew more, we would help you better. And maybe
save you from the trouble of doing something 200 times on your own, rather than 200 people doing one thing. Hello there, Thanks for the quick response. To answer your question: 1. We have an app that needs to be installed on 200 devices by one person. 2. We need all Nexus devices to run at 4.4.4, rooted. 3. After the initial configuration of each Nexus,
we will need our app to be 4. Once the devices have our app installed, we have to customize our app, one device at a time (specific settings on each device) Our counter part, iOS, allows us to use Apple Configurator to massively upgrade, install and rename devices on the fly; We basically have to find the android equivalent. Page 22 Just installed this ROM
and everything works I would like a Danish keyboard for HTC Sense, I see there are polish, but do not know if it takes much to make a Danish file. I can't post in a stream on ROM because I'm new to the site. Page 23 Hello! I tried flashing the custom .zip and it's unidentified without giving errors. After that, I tried rebooting my phone, but it won't reboot - it's
stuck on the bootlogo screen. I can't get the phone into recovery/any other mode with any combination of keys. Did I just brick my phone? Android: Paranoid Android 4.4.42 Phone Model: Galaxy S3 i9300 I attached .zip I installed. META-INF (meta-inf paranoid android) com (daddy) org (daddy) CERT. RSA CERT. SF MAYFEST. MF system (daddy) - app -
stk.apk - - - stk.odex Basically, I tried flash SIM toolkit for my paranoid android. Attached flashzip.zip - Click on R Code (322.4 KB, 2 views) August 20, 2014, 04:35 PM (quote by #2: originally published by keerlevmustauk Hello! I tried flashing the custom .zip and it's unidentified without giving errors. After that, I tried rebooting my phone, but it won't reboot -
it's stuck on the bootlogo screen. I can't get the phone into recovery/any other mode with any combination of keys. Did I just brick my phone? Android: Paranoid Android 4.4.42 Phone Model: Galaxy S3 i9300 I attached .zip I installed. Hi, it can't really be a brick. I would try to load into download mode and flash stock firmware through one. It always works!
Page 24 Hello everyone, after a long I've been following xda developers, so I can use better some of my devices, and for that, thank you, another thing, my Galaxy Y GT5360, I made a root and I install some rum, this phone throw new, in less than 90 days,,,,problem is that with rum that I install, I can not get Wi-Fi, it is scanning right, but when trying to
connect it says disconnected,,, if someone to say to me that do????? I know I made a mistake when I didn't back up the original system, but I think it's possible to quit smoking perhaps, the only thing I don't now very well this phone, help willl be great, world, Page 25 I have a phone (LGL34C) that has a really inaccurate location, and I do a few things that
require (Ingress/ Mapping Networks). To that end I did some research and came uppon the now defunct app called Mocked (can't post links, but googling for Android GPSD The customer will get links to AppBrain and App'oom that have information about it) that has been removed from the playback store and whose site is gone. Left. The app is connected to
a remote GPSD server and used as a location provider. This would be ideal for many applications where a more accurate GPS fix could be obtained using a laptop with a USB GPS receiver and a GPSd server. Otherwise, if not where should I start looking, how to reproduce its functionality? Page 26 Is there a forum for Samsung Galaxy Winning Phone? if
there is no ROM designed for this phone? August 20, 2014, 05:45 PM (#2 member okeechobee Florida Read more quote: Originally published pkash2013 Is there a forum for Samsung Galaxy Winning Phone? if there is no ROI designed for this phone?
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